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CCAI worked diligently to help the U.S.
Government move toward its goal of reducing
the number of children living outside of family
care as one of its key foreign policy objectives
and is engaged as it selects six target countries
to pilot these family-focused strategies.
CCAI focused efforts to help Congress commit
to putting in place the U.S. Government
leadership and resources necessary to realize

K athleen Strottman
Executive Director, Cong ressional Coalition on Adoption Institute

A message from the Executive Director //

A YEAR IN REVIEW

In February 2013, CCAI coordinated a Congressional delegation to Cambodia, Vietnam and South Korea. It was not long before I was in a Cambodian
orphanage cuddling with a two-year-old, legally blind child named Samrin. Despite his inability to see, Samrin was a rambunctious, typical little boy.
After spending time with him, I inquired with the orphanage director about his life story and soon learned he had been abandoned as an infant, most
likely because of his special need. The director went on to explain that in Cambodian culture, physical special needs are often perceived as signs of a
curse, and for this reason, children born with a disability are often abandoned. And worse than that, because of this same misperception, the chances
of special needs children being adopted into another Cambodian family are slim.
Two months later, CCAI had the great privilege of

she would do to have a family to love her. Having

Fighting for all children to have a safe, loving and

hosting 14 key judicial and governmental child welfare

grown up in foster care, wishing for a family of her

permanent family is not only the right thing to do,

leaders from Guatemala. As we worked to provide

very own became a daily routine.

but the smart thing. Every day scientists learn more

them with the knowledge base necessary to help them

and more about how important a family is to the

transform their child welfare system into one that

CCAI exists because of children like Samrin, Maria

development of a child’s brain. Simply put, children

the goal of a family for every child. Legislation

provides family-based over institutional care, I could

and Athena, children whose human potential is being

who have a nurturing relationship throughout their

was introduced in support of this goal and

not help but think about Maria, a 15-year-old victim

unnecessarily limited by the absence of a parent

childhood excel, and those who do not, struggle.

of incest I met while visiting Guatemala’s “City of

who will love them unconditionally. For children like

The consequences of this reality are not limited to

Children.” Raped by her uncle since she was ten-

Samrin, CCAI works to educate global policymakers

the lives of these children. Failing to realize the full

years-old, Maria admitted she still feels fearful around

on why international adoption is a worthy and

potential of every child has consequences for the

the boys who live with her in the giant orphanage.

effective way to find homes for children whose

world as a whole.

CCAI promoted permanency for older youth

She had tears in her eyes as she told me how soon she

domestic adoption options are limited. In cases like

in foster care as policymakers introduced

would need to find somewhere else to live because the

Maria’s, we seek to inform world leaders about the

The mission of CCAI is a vital one. We are so

orphanage only provides care until she turns 16.

inadequacies of institutional care and advocate for

proud of the progress we have made this year. These

laws that place children in families. And we are proud

achievements simply would not have been possible

And two months after that, I came to know a beautiful

to give young leaders like Athena a voice so that they

without our many partners. We look forward to

young woman named Athena, one of our 2013 Foster

can explain why having a family matters to them.

continuing to make progress until the dream of a

money was appropriated for pilot programs in
target countries.

several pieces of legislation and $4.5 million
was appropriated to support innovative, childfocused recruitment programs.

Youth Interns, who at 20, eloquently described what

family for every child is fulfilled.

IT IS ESTIMATED THERE ARE OVER

20 MILLION

CHILDREN IN THE WORLD

WITHOUT FAMILIES
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CONGRESSIONAL
RESOURCE PROGRAM
CCAI is a trusted source on adoption and

in support of it. We also continued our role

foster care. As such, our Congressional

as Secretariat for the National Adoption

Resource Program seeks to educate

Tax Credit Working Group Executive

policymakers on information critical to

Committee, coordinating meetings with

federal adoption and foster care policy.

key Congressional offices and developing

The program consists of various activities

both “Grasstops” and “Grassroots”

and leadership roles throughout the year.

campaigns to preserve the federal adoption
tax credit and make the cost of adoption

In 2013, CCAI coordinated with

affordable to families taking in children

Congressional offices in response to

who otherwise would not have a family.

JANNIE MCNEIL-HAYES

Angels in Adoption Honoree

is one thing, but to be nominated and selected as a

I was able to develop partnerships with other

CCAI Angel in Adoption last October 2013, was an

organizations and individuals to better serve

intriguing and wonderful experience for me. Thank

children needing homes and adoptive families, as

you, Senator Ben Cardin.

well as discuss the issues that surround adoption
and foster care.

“CCAI has been an important ally and leader in the effort to
raise awareness about the challenges facing the adoption and
foster care systems.”

over the nation coming to meet with their Members

On a personal note, I was excited to see so many

of Congress on behalf of the work they are doing.

children at the Angels in Adoption events. At one

Being able to talk to the Representatives and

point in the program we were divided into groups

Senators about my advocacy and what I see and

and met with Members of Congress. As we visited

hear in the adoption community gave me hope that

each Congressional office, I took on the role as my

SEN. ROY BLUNT (R-MO)

maybe, one day, legislation can be written so that all

group’s spokesperson. I enjoyed talking about my

families have the support they need to sustain these

organization, introducing each Angel family to the

Cong ressional Resource Prog ram

loving homes.

Congressional Members and staff and explaining

I was able to talk directly to the Members of

the adoption of Russian children by

CCAI also served as a trusted resource to

U.S. families, created resources for

the Ways and Means Subcommittee on

Congressional staff and coordinated

Human Resources for their Hearing on

a conference with Senators Landrieu

Increasing Adoptions from Foster Care, as

and Blunt along with 289 U.S. adoptive

well as their Hearing on Letting Kids Be

families impacted by the ban.

Kids: Balancing Safety with Opportunity

The Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute has been an

for Foster Youth.

incredible advocate for the millions of children worldwide in need of

why each family was selected as an Angel. Each

In addition, CCAI released two policy

this cause is particularly close to me. CCAI has been an important

The New Congress Forum & Reception, in

reports: A Response to Reuters’ The Child

ally and leader in the effort to raise awareness about the challenges

partnership with the Congressional Caucus

Exchange Series: An Opportunity for

facing the adoption and foster care systems. Its staff and board

on Foster Youth to educate and engage

Reflection and Reform focusing on why

members are valuable resources to me and to my staff, and its intern

new and former Members of Congress on

families resort to finding new homes for

program has provided my office with some of the most articulate,

adoption and foster care policy.

their adoptive children, as well as our

passionate, and well-qualified students I’ve seen throughout my 17

bi-annual report, What Barriers Remain:

years in Congress.

Angel had a compelling story.

Congress and convey the feelings and concerns of

safe, loving, and permanent homes. As the parent of an adopted son,

signature permanency and policy event,

ANGELS IN
ADOPTION ™

CCAI served as 2013 Co-Chair of the

Areas of Adoption and Foster Care Reform in the

Children in Adversity Policy Partnership

113th Congress, identifying and discussing

Through its dedicated leadership, CCAI has been uniquely successful

(CAPP) Steering Committee, along with

17 barriers faced by children in foster

in mobilizing stakeholders in the adoption and foster care community.

WorldVision and ChildFund, to encourage

care in the U.S. and institutions around

Its staff, board and partners are not only enthusiastic champions of

U.S. Government implementation of

the world, and how Congress might take

an important cause, but they are experienced and effective in their

In October, Angels in Adoption™ celebrated its 15th year of honoring

the first-ever Action Plan on Children in

steps to address these barriers.

mission. They not only educate stakeholders about the work to be

deserving individuals and families. This year, 150 Members of Congress

done, but through events like the Angels in Adoption Gala, they also

celebrated their constituents who are involved in foster care and adoption.

celebrate and encourage those who are making a difference already.

Over one-third of the awardees traveled to Washington, D.C. for three days of

Adversity (APCA) and engaged legislators

about adoption within our own community. Also,

It was an experience in itself to see families from all

Russian Federal Law 272-FZ prohibiting

On March 20, 2013, we hosted our

To be recognized for the work that you love to do

networking and educational events. The program culminated with a gala held
As a member of Congressional Coalition on Adoption, I’m proud of and

to honor National Angels in Adoption™ awardees Willie and Korie Robertson

grateful for CCAI’s initiatives. I applaud the group’s tireless advocacy and

of Duck Dynasty, actress Deborra-lee Furness and New Orleans Saints owner

look forward to continued collaboration with CCAI and its partners.

Rita Benson LeBlanc.

the families my nonprofit organization, Coalition

I truly enjoyed the three day Angels in Adoption

of Adoption Programs, Inc., serves. To bring that

celebration and gala, and I wear my award pin

experience back with me made a big difference in

proudly. I would love to be part of continued

how we are moving forward to promote awareness

celebrations.

“Being able to talk to the
Representatives and Senators about
my advocacy and what I see and
hear in the adoption community
gave me hope that maybe, one day,
legislation can be written so that all
families have the support they need
to sustain these loving homes.”

REP. SUZANNE BONAMICI (D-OR)

FOSTER YOUTH
INTERNSHIP

20/20 Vision Prog ram

Last year, I traveled with the Congressional Coalition on Adoption to visit

The Foster Youth Internship (FYI) program hosted 16 current and former foster youth from across the

orphanages in South Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia. Meeting with the children

nation in Washington, D.C., during the summer. Each intern went through a rigorous application process

living in these orphanages bolstered my conviction that we must do all we can to

before being placed in a Congressional office. Through this experience, the interns were able to interface

connect kids with loving families.

with Members of Congress and their staff to inform them about issues within the U.S. foster care system. At
the end of the summer, the interns presented a well-researched policy report titled Our Voice, Their Future at a

I have enjoyed working with the Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute

standing room only Congressional briefing. The report will be used by both Congress and the adoption and

(CCAI) to address the challenges that prevent children from being reunited with

foster care community as a resource to improve the child welfare system. Additionally, CCAI’s Foster Youth

their families and finding adoptive families. Children living in orphanages and

Interns briefed Health and Human Services Assistant Secretary George Sheldon, Commissioner Bryan
Samuels and Children’s Bureau staff on their report recommendations.

KHALIYL LANE

foster care need more strong advocates to speak out for their rights and fight to

“Children living in orphanages and foster care need more strong
advocates to speak out for their rights and fight to ensure they have
the resources needed to live in healthy environments.”

tangible and rewarding professional experiences of my career thus far. As
a group, we arrived in the nation’s capital empowered by our own personal

“On November 23 over 4,000 children in the U.S.
foster care system found permanent, loving families.”

NATIONAL
ADOPTION DAY
On November 23, National Adoption Day celebrated its 13th year of finalizing adoptions

experiences of triumph over adversity. Our goal was clear – to take our
individual experiences in the foster care system and turn our life lessons into
a practical and applicable framework for future foster care and adoption
policy. This unifying goal allowed us to successfully collaborate with one

20/20 VISION
PROGRAM
Joining CCAI on a delegation trip in February to South Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia were
Sen. Mary Landrieu, Rep. Suzanne Bonamici, Rep. Albio Sires, Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, Dr.
Charles Zeanah, M.D., and HHS Administration for Children and Families Assistant Secretary

another over the course of the summer, which was arguably the most

George Sheldon. The delegation met with judicial, legislative and child welfare officials and

rewarding aspect of the program. With the support and guidance of the

visited government-run and private orphanages in each country. In addition, the delegation visited

CCAI staff, we embarked on a learning experience that I will not forget.

family-based care programs supported by USAID and NGOs. CCAI also hosted and met with

In just over two months, we were able to further develop our professional

child welfare leaders from Belgium, Russia, Norway, Korea and China in our Washington, D.C.,

skillset while working closely with staff members in our respective

offices throughout 2013.

Congressional office internship placements. The opportunity to work in
an energetic environment like Capitol Hill has instilled in me a newfound
confidence in myself that I, at times, did not know I possessed.

throughout the nation. Due to these efforts, over 4,000 children in the U.S. foster care
system found permanent, loving families. CCAI worked with two NFL teams, the New

At the conclusion of the summer, I was offered a position on Senator

Orleans Saints and the Minnesota Vikings, to promote this important cause at their

Blumenthal’s staff as a Special Assistant, and I was recently promoted

November home games. Additionally, CCAI successfully engaged Members of Congress

to the Legislative Correspondence position. As a member of the staff, I

to use social media to promote the joys of adoption in the weeks leading up to National

now have the opportunity to continue to serve as an agent for change.

Adoption Day. Both the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate introduced resolutions,

This would not have been possible if CCAI did not first believe in me

while President Obama and 47 states issued proclamations.

and my abilities. As I continue my career in public service, I will remain
thankful for the experience CCAI afforded me.

I am especially honored to have worked with CCAI to host a student participating
in their Foster Youth Internship Program. Her unique perspective and incredible
passion was a great asset to my staff, me, and the constituents we serve.

Foster Youth Inter n

My summer as a Foster Youth Intern proved to be one of the most

ensure they have the resources needed to live in healthy environments.

Pathways to Permanency was a special project in which CCAI invited a delegation of Guatemalan
judges, child welfare administrators and social work professionals for a child welfare training
tour in April 2013. Working closely with the U.S. and Guatemalan governments, CCAI invited
these particular delegates to participate in this training because of their direct involvement in the
welfare of children in Guatemala. The delegation visited Washington, D.C., New Orleans and
Dallas, and in each location received specialized training from U.S. and international experts on
best practices in law, policy and programming. Most importantly, the delegates were inspired to
use their positions of influence to effect positive change for Guatemala’s children.

I am proud to be a member of the Congressional Coalition on Adoption, and I look
forward to continuing to work to make the dream of a family a reality for every child.

BRINGING FIRSTHAND
EXPERIENCE TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

Elijah Evans
(Youngsville, LA)

“Receiving the Angels in Adoption award
was a life-changing experience not only
because of the recognition, but also
because of the other advocates that I
shared the experience with. It also helped
me bring my community outreach in
adoption to another level by receiving tools
to further my advocacy. One example is
that my family and I have signed up to be
a spokesperson for an organization that we
met through Angels in Adoption.”

CCAI is honored to bring the experiences of children, youth and
families to policymakers on Capitol Hill. Our work is to promote
the goal of every child having a safe, permanent and loving family
throughout the nation and the world.

Dr. Charles Zeanah

(Tulane University // New Orleans, LA)
Dr. Charles Zeanah, doctor and brain scientist at Tulane University in
New Orleans, was able to bring his knowledge to bear as he traveled
with CCAI: “In Vietnam, in an institution for young children, we visited
the infant, toddler and preschool rooms. In each successive room, the
children had resided at the institution longer, and seemed more lost.
In Cambodia, we saw children living in a large materially and socially
deprived institution, with little hope of feeling appreciated, understood
or valued. Seeing these children firsthand created indelible images for
the Congressional delegates—images that are magnified by considerable
science documenting the toxic effects of these settings on children’s
brain and behavioral development.”

Kayla and Johnny Craig
(Orange City, IA)

“We were incredibly humbled to have
the privilege of taking part in the Angels
in Adoption experience in Washington,
D.C. I felt blessed to be among so many
compassionate families who are living
out love through advocacy, adoption
and foster care. The need for children
here and abroad to be in safe and loving
families is staggering and sometimes
overwhelming. The phenomenal speakers
and CCAI leaders injected a dose of
encouragement and perseverance,
showing that we can make a difference
when we come together and put others
before ourselves.”

Angels in Adoption

Alain Datcher
(Los Angeles, CA)

“The FYI program served as a support
network for me this summer. I not only
worked with colleagues in child welfare,
but with individuals who understood my
experiences as a former foster youth. CCAI
gave me a platform to use my experiences
to create real policy recommendations and
change. I’m currently utilizing the policy
report I created as an FYI to enact policy
change in the City of Los Angeles. Without
the mentorship and community of CCAI, I
would never have been able to achieve this.”

Foster Youth Inter ns

20/20 Vision Delegations

Jason and Brandy Dial
(Springville, UT)

“Being an Angel in Adoption was surreal.
It was a chance to rub elbows with many
selfless parents with the same goal to
raise healthy, happy children and create
families. It was a chance to share great
successes and express [to Members of
Congress] valid obstacles that can slow or
prevent adoptions from happening.”

Christina Watson
(Key Largo, FL)

“In my five-and-a-half-year long adoption journey to bring my daughter home from Guatemala, there were
too many obstacles to name. I knew nothing of foreign governments, policy or politics; I just knew love. When
CCAI entered the arena, advocating on my behalf, a light was shown in the darkness. They knew about policy
and what is right and how to articulate in a way that everyone could hear. They spoke their powerful words
with love and it made all the difference. I am so grateful for the amazing team that is CCAI.”
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HOW DOES CCAI WORK TOWARD ENSURING
ALL CHILDREN HAVE FAMILIES?

1

FIRSTHAND
EXPERIENCE

Motivation that comes
only by hearing from
those who have actual
experience as an orphan
or foster youth

CCAI’S FORMULA
FOR CHANGE

2

FEDERAL
POLICYMAKERS

Educating 535 Members of
Congress to be inspired and
determined champions for
children without families

STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Accounts receivable
Other current assets
Total current assets
Fixed Assets
Computer/peripherals
Furniture
Accumulated depreciation
Total fixed assets
Total assets

3

PUBLIC/PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS

Innovative solutions and
strategic partnerships come
from a well-informed and
engaged private sector

Knowledge is power. CCAI’s programs work to provide Members of Congress and policymakers the knowledge
they need to use the power they have to make a difference on behalf of children in need of a loving family.

4

GRASSROOTS
ADVOCATES

Thousands of passionate,
organized individuals
advocating for a child’s
right to a family

Liabilities
Accounts payable
Credit cards
Accrued salaries/vacation payable
Total current liabilities
Net Assets
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
$121,363
$30,000
$124,801
$4,349
$280,513
$43,736
$13,393
($56,151)
$978
$281,491

$4,511
$6,109
$18,143
$28,763
$115,491
$137,237
$0
$252,728
$281,491

Revenues
Angels in Adoption
Board member contributions
Fostering Media Connections

Unrestricted Temporarily Restricted

$19,076
$238,600

Total

$742

$19,076
$238,600
$742

$366,500
($367,242)
$0

$41,160
$17,768
$436,250
$366,500
$0
$1,120,096

Individual/general donations
Miscellaneous contributions
Partnerships
Restricted and other
Net assets released from restrictions
Total revenues and support

$367,242
$1,120,096

Expenses
Program services
Management and general
Fundraising
Total expenses
Change in net assets

$995,798
$206,274
$22,849
$1,224,921
($104,825)

$0

$995,798
$206,274
$22,849
$1,224,921
($104,825)

$220,316
$115,491

$137,237
$137,237

$357,553
$252,728

Net assets, beginning of year
Net assets, end of year

$41,160
$17,768
$436,250

CCAI’s financial statements are audited by Ferguson’s Accounting Services, Inc.
For a full set of the audited financial statements, please contact info@ccainstitute.org.

TIMELINE OF EVENTS
CCAI has worked hard throughout the year to promote the joys of adoption and remove

July 30, 2013

the barriers preventing children from being placed into loving families.

December 18, 2013

CCAI’s Foster Youth Intern Congressional Briefing and
Report Release

February 16-23, 2013
CCAI hosts a Congressional delegation to South Korea,
Vietnam and Cambodia

April 9, 2013

April 14-20, 2013

CCAI coordinates a meeting with House Ways and
Means Committee’s Families and Education Tax
Benefits Working Group Co-Chair offices: U.S.
Representatives Danny Davis and Diane Black on the
Adoption Tax Credit

CCAI’s Pathways to Permanency project educates and
inspires Guatemalan leaders to make positive changes to
their child welfare system through specialized training by
experts in law, policy and programming

CBS A Home for the Holidays television special
features CCAI’s 2013 FYI Thomas McRae

October 7-9, 2013
CCAI’s Angels in Adoption Program

December 15, 2013
CCAI and CASA of D.C. coordinate the Holiday Wish
List Program to fulfill gift wish lists for over 100 foster
children in Washington, D.C.

March 8, 2013

May 21, 2013

December 11, 2013

CCAI co-coordinates a Russian Adoptions
meeting with U.S. prospective adoptive parents

CCAI supports the Senate Committee on Appropriations’
State, Foreign Operations Subcommittee Hearing: Review of
U.S. Foreign Assistance for Children in Adversity

CCAI and the Adoption Tax Credit Working Group
host a webinar announcing the launch of the Adoption
Tax Credit Grasstops and Grassroots Campaigns
2014

2013

January 1, 2013

March 7, 2013

April 22, 2013

May 9, 2013

May 28, 2013

November 14, 2013

November 23, 2013

CCAI responds to Russian Federal Law 272-FZ,
which prohibits the adoption of Russian children
by U.S. families

CCAI hosts a conference call with
Senators Landrieu and Blunt and U.S.
families adopting from Russia

CCAI co-hosts the Dark
Matter of Love Documentary
Screening on Capitol Hill

CCAI FYI Talitha James gives testimony at House
Ways and Means Human Resources Subcommittee
Hearing on Letting Kids Be Kids: Balancing Safety
with Opportunity for Foster Youth

CCAI’s Foster Youth Interns arrive on Capitol Hill

Report release of CCAI Response to Reuters “Re-homing”
Series: An Opportunity for Reflection and Reform

National Adoption Day with the New Orleans Saints

February 27, 2013

March 20, 2013

CCAI serves as a key resource for the Ways and Means
Committee Human Resources Subcommittee Hearing
on Increasing Adoptions from Foster Care

CCAI hosts our bi-annual New Congress Forum and
Reception to introduce Members of Congress to the
Congressional Coalition on Adoption Caucus and
CCAI’s policy work

November 21, 2013
CCAI’s report release of What Barriers
Remain: Areas of Adoption and Foster
Care Reform in the 113th Congress

